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CHA:t'TER J: 

lNTRODUC'XION 

The literature abounds with investigations i~to the 

etioJ.ogy of 1,1nde+achievement. Wi,tb th~ oµrrent inte:rest in 

talent preservation, the stu,d~nt who pel;"{Ol7m!;! ac;ademi~al,1..y 

below his capacity has become a foaal point 9f researGh du~

ing the past decade. 

Some authors have indicated tl'!.at a poor sel:f-.c;:oncept is 

related to underachievement (Combs, 1964; Walsh 1 l956; 

. Nason, 1958). Others have suggested that male unde:r:'achiev"' 

el;'s have pa:i:,ticul,arly poor ~e'Q.ationships with the it> fathers 

which has the qonsequence of inadvertantly 4epressing th~ir 

academic performance (Pierce, 1961-) •. Shaw ap.d :alack (1960) 

found that the underachiever was apparently ·µnab).e to ?e~~ 

si1;1t in a frustrating situation, sought thriJ,l.$ and e~cit;:e~ 

ment;: in his :i;-ecreation? and displayed e:J,~vat~d feelings of; 

hostility. 

Relative to classroom perfo:i:;,:nance, the unde~achiever 

has also been found to spe1;1d more time w01;kirig in othe'.t' than 

acad~mic areas with overt ~igns of withdrawal (re~kinij, 

1965). These ~tudents have been furthe~ ch~~acte~ized by 

impulsivity in thei~,approach to cogniti,v~ task~ wit:h m,ani ... 

festations of rigidity and ~ntolerance of ambigu~ty (David~, 

1 
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1968). Haywood (1968) found the unq.erachiever ext:trinsically 

task motivated (by ea$e, safety, and security aspects of the 

environmept) in contrast to the overachiever whp is more in

trinsically task mqtivated. Still others (Davids~ Sidman, 

and Silverman, 1968) have characterized the unde~achiever as 

suffering from high levels of manifest ancl test anxiepy, 

Few studies, however, have focused on the basic per~ 

formance components of the underachiever's failure. Gilroore 

(1968) and Dedeck and Lester (1968) blame a sho~t attention 

spat;1 for the unde;rachiever's dilel'()Iija, :f..ndicatipg that thete 

is a general deficit in the areas of attention and con~en ... 

tration. Gil,.more states that attention is qne of the vari .. 

ables differentiating high and low achievers. 

As Moyer and Gilmer (1955) demonstrated, however, 

length of attention span is a function of how inte;resting 

and challenging a subject finds a task; t:hat is, it is gov ... 

erned primarily by the stim'l;llus patte1."n being c;lea,lt witb. 

The concept of attention spa1;1., thel;'l, is illusive in t;hc;1t it 

is not only complex, but is of a necesi:;arily differing mag

nitude for any twq dissimilar task~. 

Purpose of the Study 

lt would seem that to enhance our under~tanding of the 

underachiever's capacity to approach learning, the mo~e 

basic components of attention span must be·considered, Such 

an attack is confounded by conside~able disagreement and un

certainty as to just what are the basic elements of attention 
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span. There is general agl;'eem,ent, however, that: ~ersistence 

is fundamental in the approach to, and subsequent ac~ompli$h

ment of, i;my lea1;ning situation; "ln schopl wor~, there is 

good reason to believe that persistence, or sticking to a 

task, is one of the main factors that helps to su.pplement 

or comper1sate for ability" (Symonds, 1931, 321 .. 322). And 

if the 1,mderachiever' s failure is a function of abo1;t;::i,ve 

learning attempts, it might well be that it is bec~u$e of~ 

basic failure to persist at a cqmparable level to the 

achiever through the completion of a task. PresU,mably~ the 

successful st\ldent is aQle to cari;-y himf;rnlf thl,'."ough a learn ... 

ing sit-µation. 

To examine possible persistence differences between 

achievers and underachievers would seem crucial to under~ 

standing performance variations in the classroom, Since 

there is no recorded research di~ectly bearing upon pe~sist• 

E;!nce differences between the two groups, there e~ists a , :'.-;· 

gap in knowledge regarding persistence as a possible com ... 

ponent; of the dynamics of under,;:1.chievement. It is the pur-

pose of this study to discover if_ .t:he''re;;!,·ar~ ,pet""s,;istence -·· .-'. 
~ ; 1 

capatity differences between achievers and underc;3.chievers. 

:ero'blem 

As indicated, short attent:lon span length has often 

been considered and researched as a major componen~ of the 

underachieving syndrome. However, Moye:t;' and Gilme;t (1955) 

shattered the illusion of that belief by demonstrating that 
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attention span e~ists in a state of flux depending on stimu.,. 

lus properties of an expe:i;:ien,ce. The present st;,µdy p'l;'oposed 

to research a basic component of attention span length (con

tinuance, persistence) in relation to task accomplishment. 

To date there is an informational lag with regard to differ

ing persistence task lengths, persist~nce accuracy~ an~ 

quality of persistence perform,ance between achievers and 

underachievers; it was the intent of this study to play a 

role in demonstrating possible persistence c~pacity 4iffe~~ 

ences between these two groups. 

I. Do underachievers persist as long as aqhievers on 

a prescribed task? 

II. Does the accuracy of the underachiever's persist: .. 

ence performance equal that of t;he achiever's? 

III. Does the underachiever's persistence quality 

equal that of the achiever's? 

Definition of Terms 

1. Achievers (A)--senior male students at Oklahoma Stat~ 

University with composite American College Test standard 

scores of 25 (80 percentile) or higher whose ourrent 

overall grade point averages are 3,5 or greater on a 

4.0 scale. 

2. Underachievers (UA)~-senior male students at Oklahoma 

State University with composite American College Test 

standard scores of 25 (80 percentile) or higher whose 

current overall grade point averages are less than 2,5 

on a 4.0 scale, 



3. Persistence--sticking to, or continuance of, a task or 

line of behavior. ~yans (1938) ~eant approximately the 

same thing when he referred to the concept as a "con-

tinued release of energy." 

4, Persistence task--performance on the Lafayette .~rsuit 

Rotor (model number 2203). 

5. Persistence task length (PTL)--time subject spends at

tempting to track the pµrsuit rotor target. 

5 

6. Persistence accuracy (PA)--total time on rotor target 

with the spring loaded stylus accompanying the Liafayette 

Pu:i:-suit Aotor. 

7. Persistence quality (PQ)--total persistence accuracy for 

each group divided by total per$istence task length for 
PAA PAUA 

each group (PQA = PTLA' PQuA = PTLuA see above defi-

nitions for key to symbols). 

8. Pers:j.stence capacity--the combination of persistence 

task length, persistence accuracy, and persistence 

quality. 

Value of the Study 

If persistence differences between achievers and under

achievers can be identified, understanding the dile~a of 

underachievement will be enhanced. And if persistence task 

variations are discovered, it would behoove edµcators to 

consider classroom approaches in light of the underachievers' 

capacity prior to proceeding with learning.situations. 

Otherwise, underachieving students may, be forced to "pass 



. ,_,;: ' over" many classroom undertakings because of possible lim

ited ability to meet the persistence demands that teachers 

inadvertently place on lengthy learning assignments. This 

is not to say that learning cannot be lengthy~ but that new 

research may suggest changes in academic procedures acco:rcl

ing to persistence limitations. Such fresh knowledge could 

conceivably improve the lot of the underachiever. 

Hypotheses 

Total persistence task length: 

Hypothesis I. There is no significant difference in 
persistence task length performance between achievers 
and underachievers as measured by the pursuit rotor. 

Persistence accuracy: 

Hypothesis II. There is no significant difference in 
persistence accuracy performance between achievers and 
underachievers as measured by the pursuit rotor. 

Persistence quality: 

Hypothesis III. There is no significant difference in 
persistence quality performance between the achieving 
group and the underachieving group as measured by the 
pursuit rotor. 

Limitations of the Study 

This study attempted to treat underachievement as a 

function of persistence capacity. It did not delineate the 

6 

kinds of learning most likely to be affected by persistence 

demands. Neither did it determine how to organize learning 

content according to the underachiever's capacity to persist~ 

Certainly, it did not intend to identify all of the com-

ponents of underachievement. Personality variables, 
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motivation differences, social dynamics in the classroom, 

and teacher characteristics were ignored though they are 

conceded to be of major importance in any formal learning 

attempt. Typical of much re~earch, this study created more 

problems than it proposed to solve. More specifi~ally, 

application of the results of this study relative to the 

underachiever's persistence capacity. begs its own research 

demands. This study proposed, rather, to test petsistence 

differences between achievers and underachievers with a 

design intendeo to identify the persistence capacity of both 

groups. If it has been successful, understanding the com

~lexities of that student deemed to be functioning b~low his 

capacity may be enhanced, 



CHAPTER rr 

REVlEW OF LJTERATURE 

Historical Backgr9und 

The concept of persistence i..s a f~fuiliar <;rne 1 having 

been dealt with in the J?Sycholog;tcaJ, literature sipce thE:! 

early 1900 1 s. McDougall (1908) dealt with persistence as 

one of the objective variables of purposive behav;i.,or, 

Toleman (1932) al.so listed persistence .as a 1;,as:i.c require., 

ment for purppsive behavior when he wrote of persistence

until-ends-are•attained. As a per~o~ality pnenomenan, 

Lewin (1935) discussed persistence' ~i,thin the context of 

maintaining tension within the regions of a 1:>erson' s :U.fe 

space, And both Hull (1943) and Pollard and Miller (1950) 

considered persistenee as continuing action within the 

framework of drive theory. A 1:?;i.t more recently, persistence 

in l:,ehav:ior has been conceptualized by Peiak (1,955) and 

Atkinson (1957) as one of the important variables in a theqry 

of motivation. In a similar theoretical vei..n, Bindra (,1959'):, 

workin~ within the general structure of Heqbrs posi~iQP 

(1949), handled persistence as one of the defining variableia 

of goal, directed. action, 'l'hus, there seems 1;:o be little 

lacking in the historical treatment of persistence though 

the theoretical frameworks are notably diverge.nt: 

8 
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Persistence,'as 'a 'Trait . ' ' 

Research on pe:sistence has been primi:;1.rily of two 

types ... -trait and facto:i; analytic. The first deal,t with per ... 

sistence as a behijvioral trait. A 1929 study by Hartshorne, 

May and Maller provides a good illustrat;i.on of the investi

gations of that period. 

In this study eight individual and group administered 

task~ were used as indicators of persistence. The eight 

tasks were story resistance,.puzzle mastery, fatigue and 

boredom in mental, work, paper and penq.il puzzle solutii:ms, 
I 

h,µptipg for hidden objects, eating crackers and whistl:lng, 

continual standing on one foot, and solving a toy puzzl,e. 

Reliability coefficients ranged from .40 to ,85 while valid~ 

ity ~co,efficients (obtained by comparing persistence tasks 

results with teachers ratings of p~rsistence) were f~om zero 

to .33. These coefficients and the correlations between the 

vario~s tasks were generally low. It is interesting to note, 

however, that a tendency for persistence to increase with 

age was found in this investigation. 

The early trait studies seem to have in cortW1on an e~~ 

tensive variety of tasks which were proposed as measures of 

persistence. Their variety was excelled only by their in

conclusive findings. With the coming popularity of factor 

analysis, however, attempts were made to look for order in 

the confusing variety of persistence task measures. 
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Factor Analysis ·of Persistence 

It was precisely factorial trait extraction which 

characterized the second main category of persistence task 

research . One of the earlier investigations was done by 

Webb (1915), in which he used the Spearman Analysis tech

nique . He isolated a factor which, among other variables, 

was thought to include persistence of motives. In another 

study, Crutcher (1934) tested school children on persistence 

tasks which included card housebuilding, mechanical puzzle 

solutions, picture copying, addition, and cancelling A's in 

print . A correlation of only . 30 was found between persist 

ence and intelligence, Crutcher found some evidence for a 

G f actor through intercorrelations between the times spent 

on each of the various persistence tasks. Alexander (1935) 

also found a factor which ran through school subjects in

volving persistence . His X factor was produced through 

correlational techniques between persistence measures and 

schoo l subjects . 

From articles dealing with persistence traits by Clark 

(1935), Howells (19~8), Howells (1933), Morgan and ijull 

(1926), Porter (1933), and Wang (1932), Thornton (1939) 
·--undertook to determine if there was a factor common to a 

selection of other tests purporting to measure persistence; 

tests included (1) a shock test, (2) pressure tests, 

(3) handgrip, (4) handgrip maintained, (5) holding the 

breath, (6) motor inhibition, (7) aiming test, (8) percep

tual ability test, (9) word building test, (10) verbal 
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recognition test, (:Ll) Wang test (diagnost;i.c questionnair!::l)~ 

(l2) rating scale for pers:istence, (13) rating seale for 

s.elf-confidence, (14) ascendenoe.-submission test, and 1 

(15) verbal ability test, He not only was unable to factor 

analyze a univeral element of persistence measures, but 

suggested that many of the tests advanced as test;:s of per

sistence w~te not valid indicators. He further indicated 

that the more ad.ademically oriented tests of peri;dst;ence 

were even more uncertain measures due to the complexity ~f 

the cognitive material they proposed to sruqple. The need· 

for a basic measure of persistep.ce is all the mot"e indicated 

based on the revelations of Thornton's study. 

Later factorial investigations were .done by Ryans (19.'.38}·, 

Rethlingschaffer (1942), Kremer (1942), and MacArthur (1955). 

MacArthur 1 s study seems to be the most significant and 

methodically sound of these more recent factorial trait 

studies, He began by selecting a large number of tradi .. 

tional individual and g:r;oup tests which had been used ip. 

the measurement of persistence~ He further selected meas

ures of ;intelligence, school grades, age, self ratings, and 

ratings by peers and teachers 1 A Thurstone intercorrela~ 

tions analysis revealed five factors as follows: (a) gen~ 

eral persistence; (b) a bipolar factc;:,r contrast;i.ng 

individuality with prestige suggestibility; (c) a bipql,ar 

factor contrasting measures of reputation <'for· persisrtence 

with objective measures of tim(;;! spent by subjects at the 

ta,sk; (d) a factor :t;'unning through physical tef;lts; and~ 
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(e) a factor 1;unning th:t:"ough spatia], and numerical tasks and. 

interpreted as spatial-numerical persistence, MacArthu:i::-'s 

study seems ta have brought together many of the earlier 

uncertain findings of persistence. Again, howev~r, inter~ 

correlation~ between his variety of eight tests were gen

erally low, Even so, one of his more notable findings is 

reflected in the fourth factor dealing with physical tests. 

Along with Thornton (1939), and RethJ,ingschaffer (J,942), 

MacArthur's results support the presence of a basic motor 

component of persistence. 

Personality Dimensions and ~ersistence 

Though somewhat less relevant to the present study, 

Eysenck has discovered a number of personality dimensions 

which are related to persistence. He qas indicated, for 

example, that persistence is negatively relat~d to lack of 

neuroticism and positively related to introversion 

(Eysenck, 1947, 1952). More recently, Eysenc$: (1,957) has 

given a theoretical explanation of the relationship be~ 

tween persistence a.11d the development of inhfbito:i;y and 

excitatory potentials based on Pavlov's theoretical account 

of experimental neuroses (1927). Eysenck's findings hc;1ve 

generally indicated that persistence differences between 

introverts and extroverts are related to variation$ in 

inhibitory potential. Stronger inhibitory potentials 

develop in extroverts which lead them to be 1 relatively less 

persistent than introverts, The findtngs of his persistence 
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invest;igations have dea\t la:i;ge.{_y wit):l physica~,end\l:i;"ance 
"i.,. 

Persistence as a Concept of Mot;ivation 

Relatively recently, persistence has been conceived as 

a motivational phenomenon. The theories of Kurt Lewin and 

J. W, Atkinson are particularly relevant in this regard. 

Lewin (1946), considers persistence in tern;is of 

barriers and goals when he says: "What .i,i:; usual,ly called 

persistence i$ an expression of how quickly goals 9hange 

when the individual encounters obstacles" (p. 824). H.e 

discussed a study dealing with success, per,sistence aud 

activity in youngsters and the e~fect of separating 

children from a goal at varying distances. Failul;e at a 

task decreased persistence when subjects were later con

fronted with a similar situation. By contrast, succesi; l!?d 

to subs·equent·increases'·' in persistence. Simila:r findingi; 

relative to success and failµre and their effect of; pe:i::" ... 

sistence were noted by Wolf (i'938). These res\J,lts arf= 

relevant to the p:i;esent sttJdy in thatJ previous-success, O:t:' 

failure as in the case of the underachiever 1 may be cqn~ 

sidered important determinants of future persistence 

performance, 

The second motivational theory deals with achievement 

motivation and has made its influence felt primarily 

through the work of Atkinson (1957, 1960), Unlike t;:he 

trait and factor analytic approaches~ persistence as a 

motivational phenomenon takes both the person and situation 
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parameters into account, It has the potential of being able 

to account both for variations in persistence from situation 

to situation and for variations from person to person. lt 

further allows for the study of person and situation in 

interaction, This theory is explicit in recognizing the 

interp;l.ay of personality variables aµd transitory influences 

in determining persistence, To put it differently, mqtives, 

expectations, and incentive values largely determine persist~ 

ence capacity in any g~ven situation. Atkinson &eneraliy 

believes that motivation is expressed in the direqtion~ 

magnitude, and persistence of behavior. 

SUIPma;ry 

Several conclusions can be drawn from the ~oregoing 

review. The early trait studies were in hqpelees disagree-. 

ment as to the nature of persistence. Then ca~e the fac~or 

analytic studies, each proposing different G factors as 

the solutions to the hidden ~roperties of persistence, As 

inµicated above, however, occasional commonalities did 

exist)) one of which was a physical variable rooted in :rnotor 

tasks. More recently, investigators like Eysenck have linked 

personality variables to persistence perfonnance, And 

finally, much research attention has been given 1;:Q persist ... 

ence as a motivational phenoroenop. 

As can be seen by the literature survey, underachieve''!" 

ment in relation to persistence ~apacity has not directly 
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be'~p investigated .. ;(t:. ±$, pteo·i,$~~y: ~his researcch defici.en,cy 

which the present study attempted to overoome. 



CHAPTER III 

METI:IOD 

St:1bj ects 

Forty-eight achieving senior male students ,;1nd fo:,;ty

eight underachieving senior male st:udenti;; at Ok.lahoma State 

University were randomly selected as subjects by. using a 

table of random numbers (Steel and l'orrie, 1960, ~·1rJO', · · .. 

Table A.l). Students with identified physical disabilities 

and international students (those bot;"n outside the conti

nental limits of the United States) were e:J,i,minc;1ted as pos,

sible subjects by reason of probable envir0pmental background 

differences. Only males were used in an atte~pt to control 

possible sex differences in persistence. In addition, "most 

of the studies of under-achievement have been made on boys 

rather than girls, because bright boys are underachievers in 

schoo 1 much more frequently than girls are," (lia,.vigp:;µ;ni!=", 
•'':,:· .f ' .. "· 

1961, 428); this further necessitated a sex distinction. 

Seniors were used exclusiveiy to control far possible age 

differences, Freshmen, sophomore, and junior populations 

were not used because it'was felt that they might not have 

had. suffici,ent time to establish a definite underachieving 

academic record. 

16 
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Subjects were selected on the basis of c0mposite 

American College Test Scores and overall grade point avet

ages from the registrar's university-wide alphabet;:ical list ... 

ing of students. Subjects were drawn by identifying the 

total in-residence populations of achievers and underachiev

ers from which a random selection of each was taken to fill 

sample quotas. The achieving and underachieving groups each 

consisted of 48 subjects. Subsequent to drawing samples, 

each subject received a telephone call from the experimenter 

one or two days in advance of his participatien at which 

time the investigation was explained in brief artd arrange

ments made for a convenient t;:ime to share in the project, 

Only one student, an achiever, refused to pa:i:tici,pate, 

His refusal came in a third telephone conversation after two 

earlier appointments had been made and broken. During the 

final telephone contact, the student informed the experi

menter that be was simply too bu,sy with classwork and that, 

with apology, he hoped that the experiment: would proceed 

without him. This student's cancellation required these

lection of another subject from the achiever population (to 

which,random numbers had already,been assigned) to fill the 

s,;3.mple quota. 

Another subject, an underachiever, had to be dropped 

from the experiment due to a generalized body tremor which 

sever~ly depressed his performance. He was eliminated from 

the sample with the justification that a noticeable physical 

disability existed. Again, sel~ction of another subject 
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from the randomly numbered underachiever population was re

quired to maintain the designated sample requirement, 

The majority of both achievers and underachievers ar ... 

rived and participated in the experiment after a single 

arrangement had been made, However, five achievers and eight 

undet;"achievers required a second contact after the initial 

appointment had been broken; one underachiever was given a 

third telephone call. ln each case demanding more than one 

contact, subjects gave excuses ranging from having fo~gotten 

the appointment to having deliberately broken it in t;he fac;e 

of an unforseen com,rnitment. Only the above mentioned 

achiever, however, after breaking two appointments, refused 

to participate. 

One half of the achievers and one half of the under-

achievers participated in the expel,":i,ment in the rnorniri& 

hours from eight to twelve. The other half of both groups 

participated in the afternoon hours from one to five. This 

procedure was employed to control for possible performance 

differences in the time of day. All subjects were scheduled 

for appointment at least one hour prior to another commit

ment. This was but an additional safeguard against contarn.

ination of results by interference from other requirements, 

Procedure 

Each subject performed on the pursuit :rotor on a 30 RPM 
• setting; the work of Ammons and Ammons (1958) supports the 

30 RPM setting fol;" a variety of laboratory u~es, l'he __ 



following ditections were given: 

YOU REMEMBER OUR RECENT TELEPHONE CONVERSATlON ABOUT 

'MY PROJECT. ACTUALLY, I'M TRYING TO DETER}!INE HOW 

WELL STUDENTS CAN OPERATE THIS MACHINE, THE ONLY 

DIRECTIONS NEEDED ARE THAT YOU TRY JO KEEP THE END 

OF THIS HANDLE ON THE METAL TARGET WHILE THE DISK 

ROTATES. HERE, I'LL SHOW YOU WHAT I MEAN: (the 

experimenter briefly demonstrates the :t:'equired be ... 

havior). I'LL SEAT MYSELF BEHIND THIS PARTITION 

so AS NOT TO DISTRACT you. THE MACHINE WILL RE· 

MAIN ON UNTIL YOU CHOOSE TO QUIT, DO YOU RAV~ 

ANY QUESTIONS? FINEJ.SEAT YO'!]RSELF GO".MFOR,TABLY. 

WITH THE HANDLE ON TARGET AND IN YOUR PREFERRJ;D 

HAND, I WILL NOW START THE MACHINE. 

19 

Two scores were recorded for each subject based upon 

pursuit rotor performance: (a) persistence time spent an 

the task (as measured by a .1 second stop watch), and, (b) 

accuracy, or, persistence time on target (as mea$µred by a 

digital .01 second timer). A proportion score was then com ... 

puted for each group based upon totai persistence time on 

target to total persiste_nce time spent on the task which was 

operationally defined as pe-rsistence quality. 

Instruments 

The Lafay~tte Rotary Pursuit (model nl,lmber 220.3) wias 

employed to measure persistence performance (Lafay~tte 
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Instrument Company, Catalog No. 867). The unit i~ 12 inches 

long by 12 inches wide by 6\ inches high, The machine was 

rewired to provide continuous 30 RPM motion rather th~~ the 

standard 20 second on-zq second off mechanical procedure. 

Such an operational chapge was necessa,ry for the evaluation 

of persistence as operationally defined; regulated resting 

periods would have been in direct contradiction to the meas

urement of continuous behavior. A constant-p:l:!'essure loa,ded 

spring stylus accompanied the apparatus. A 69A~l4~15D 

Digital ,01 Second Marietta Timer provided the time on tar

get measuring instrument (Marietta Apparatus Company, 

Catalog No. 69), 

The pursuit rotor was chosen as the persistence measure 

because of the need for a basic evaluation qf task continu

ance. As cited above, this need was c~eated primarily by 

nonsupportive research regardin& a variety of tools placing 

some claim on their capacity to measure persistence. 

Such consideration of the pursuit rotor is not entirely 

new~ however~ as indicated by Fleishman's work (1960). He 

found significant intercorrelations between proficiency on 

the pursuit rotor and a battery of 17 reference ability 

measures. He further identified a common !acto~, whioh ha,s 

been labeled control precision (persistence), between pur

suit rotor performance and the reference ability tests. 

This evidence lends validating support to the instrument's 

use as a persistence measu,re. The findings of Loveless and 
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Holding (1959) and Pope . (1962): with the 1JSe of t:i=acl:cing 

equipment also support its employment in this conte:xt. 

Statistical Analysis 

At-test for two independent means (Bruning and Kintz, 

1968) was employed to determine a possible difference be-

tween achievers and underachievers on per$iStence task 

length. The .05 alpha level was requi~ed for rejection of 

the hypothesis in its null form. The model is as follows: 

Achievement 

Achieve1;:s Underachievers 

N = 48 N = 48 

With regard to homogeneity of variance, it must be remembered 

that cells with equal N's bolster the strength of statistical 

analysis; equal N's encourage a robust statistical ch,al;:'acter 

and eliminates the need for h9mo&eneity of variance 

(Snedecor and Cochran, 1967; McNemar, 1962; Edwal!ds, 1957). 

A second t-test for two independent means (Bruning and 

Kintz, 1968) was employed to dete:pnine a posstble differenoe 

between achievers and underachievers on persistence accuracy, 

The .05 alpha level was again required for rejection of the 



hypothesis in its null form. The paradigm is as follows: 

Achievement 

Achievers Underachievers 

N = 48 N = 48 

Again, both sample groups contained equal N's which eiimi-

nated the need for homogeneity of variance (Snedecor and 

Cochran, 1967; McNemar, 1962; Edwards, 1957). 
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The thi~d statistical treatment employed an analysis of 

uncorrelated propor~ions with samples of equai si~e (Guil

ford, 1965) to determine a possible group difference between 

the achieving sample (A) and the underachieving sa~ple (UA) 

on persistence quality (PQ), 

(between 
PAA PA 

PQA =~and PQUA = UA ). 
PTLA PTLuA 

The .05 alpha level was once again required for rejection of 

the hypothesis in its null form. 



CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

Each of the two i.ndividual measures of pe:rsistence 

(persistence task length, persistence accuracy) was separate

ly tested statistically with a t~test (Bruning and Kintz, 

1968). The third variable, persistence qµality, was treated 

with an analysis of uncorrelated proportions for samples of 

equal size (Guilford, 1965). Results, therefo1;~, are given 

in three parts each of which follows its corresponding null 

hypothesis. 

Hypothesis I. There i,s no signifi~ant difference i,n pe-,r
sistence task length performance between achievers and 

___ underachievers as measured by the pursuit rotor. 

The t-test yielded a value of 2,678 (see Table l). 

TABLE I 

T-TES'J1 RESULTS BETWEEN l'HE-ACHlEVER AND UND~J,MCHl~VE;R 
GROUPS ON PERSISTENCE TASK LENGTH -

N X df t p 

A 48 7,33 

94 2.678 <.01 

UA 48 5.19 

23 
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This index was significant oeyond the,,.01 level for non~ 

directional (two~tailed) tests having exceeded the inter" 

polated requirement of 2.636 for 94 desrees of f;reedom 

(Popham, Table F, 1967). These findings led to the rejection 

of the null hypothesis. There is, then, a significant d:Lf~ 

ference between achievers and underaohievers on persistence 

task length as defined by the parameters of this study. 

Figure 1 presents raw score positions and illustrates the 

significant difference between the means of the two groups, 

(See Appendix A for persistence task length raw data). 
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Posi~ions and Group Means on 
Persistence Task_ Length 
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Hypothesis II. There is no significant difference in per
sistence acc"Uracy perfot'II).ance between achievers an,d "Under ... 
achievers as measured by the pursuit rotor, 

The t-test produced a value of 2.653 (see Table II). 

TABLE I+ 
T-TEST RESULTS BETWEEN ACHIEVER AND UNDERACHIEVER 

GROUPS ON PERSISTENCE ACCVRACY 

N X df t p 

A 48 5.98 

94 2.653 <.01 

UA 48 4.07 

This quantity was significant beyond the .01 level for 

nondirectional (two-tailed) tests having surpas~ed the inter

polated requirement;: of 2.636 for 94 degrees of freedom 

(Popham, Table F, 1967). These findings 1,ed to the rejec-

tion of the null hypothesis. There is, then, a significant 

statistical difference between achievers and underachievers 

on persistence accuracy as defined by the parameters of this 

study. Figure 2 presents raw score positions and illustrates 

the significant difference between the means of the two 

groups. (See Appendix A for persistence accuracy raw data). 
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Hypothesis III. There is no significant: differen~e in per
sistence quality performance between the ac.l;lievi"p.g g:roup and 
the unde:rachieving group as measured by the pursuit rotor. 

The analysis of proportions yielded a z value of .398 

(see Table III). 

';l'ABLE III 

ANALYSIS OF PROFORTIONS RESULTS BETWEEN THE 
ACHIEVER AND UNDERACHIEVER GROUPS 

ON PERSIS~ENCE QUALITY 

N LPTL l}A. P'fc z 

A 48 351. 75 287.21 .817 

p 

,398 , 348 

UA 48 249,02 195.24 .784 

·k • f . . . proportion o persistence accuracy to persistence 
task length. 

This quantity fell short of the 1,96 z index needed fior 

rejection of the null hypothesis at the pre-set .05 level 9f 

significance for nondirectional (two-tailed) ~ests, The z 

value, rather, indicated a probability level of .348 

(Guilford, Table B, 1,965). Having failed to reject the null 

hypothesis, these results do not ind;i.cate a signi:Eicant sta

tistical difference between the achieving group and the 

underachieing group on persistence quality. Fig~r~ 3 il

lustrates the lack of significance between the persist:enc~ 

quality proportions of the two groups, 
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Figure 3. Persistence Quality ~roportions of 
the Achiever and Underachiever 
Groups. 
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CHAPTER V 

PISCUSSION 

Review of Sigpific~nt Findings 

This investigation was undertaken t9 determine i~ p~r~ 

sis~ence capacity d:i,.fferences existed between ach;i.evers a11:d 

underachievers. Persistence capacity was divided i'11.tO per

sistence task length, per$istence accu.racy, and per13:i,.stence 

quality~ each of which was s~parately anc;1.ly~~d. Results c:1f 

the task length and accuracy treatments indicated that 

achievers were s ign:i,.fi.c;.antly more persistent than under .... '::·. ,,. ,.,, 

achievers. There were, however, no statistically signifi.,. 

cant find~ngs relative to persistence quality (see F~gure 

'' 4'), Achievers appear to continue longer and more accurate .. 

ly on a prescribed task though the proportion qf th~ir ac

curacy performance t;o their task length perf9rmance does not 

seem to differ noticeably from that of underachievers. 

Results of this investigation have been reveal~ng. 

Underachieve:i;-s are at a disadvantage in their limited capac

ity to pursue a task a$ lor)g and as accuratel,y when cc,mpa;red 

to achievers. The relative equality of persistence capacity 

of the two groups is equally interesting, In effect, the 

proportion of persistence accuracy to persistence quality 

for either group is unaffected by the length of persi$tence 
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task performance. On the one hand~ the underachievei a.p/!'! ·· 

pears unable to pursue lengthy t;a.sks accurately. But he 

maintains a relatively accurate task length-,a9c:ml;'aoy ratio 

in comparison to his achiever cc;,unterpart. Educat;ors wpuld 

dQ well tq consider the task length and accuracy lit11it:at3.ions 

of the underachiever; using the achieving &roup as a stand· 

ard of comparison, however, tea~hers need not be oonc~:1:ned 

about any supposed persistence quR-lity defici~mcy (?f the 

underachiever, 

Applicatii:ms of the Study 

The specific results of this study strongly tie academ

ic achievement to the al:>ility to accuratel,y pu;i;sue ("~tick~ 

to") a tasl<, It may well be that: the dilemma of the .· 

underachiever is a funotton of ~earning tasks which d~mand 

persistence beyond his abil.{ty to cope. Educators woul.d do 

well to caut~ously observe the leugtq of task~de~ands placed 

on the underachiever. 

This s~udy also i~plies that cl~ssropm behavior ~equir~ 

ing precision over time discriminates against the unde~~ 

achiever's capacity for accuracy. It follows that the 

underachiever's performance may not be conducive to high .. 

level accomplishment under usual classroom situat;i.ons, Fol:' 

example, underachievers may not; oe able to produce sustained 

and acc.urate performance on such things a$ lengthy '.l;;'ead:i.ng 

requirements, prolonged penqil and paper tas~s, and phys:i.~al 

and motor demands. P~rhaps the most important suggestion 



this study offers is that persistence limitations of the 

underachiever should be planned fo~ in the classroom. 

Suggested Research Possibilities 
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Though results of this study can be linked tq neeqed 

modifications in classro9m approaches to the underachiever, 

it remains for further research to identify them, Optimal 

lengths of assignments in the various content a~eas muse be 

determined in consideration of academic plans and scheduies. 

An equally compelling need is t9 identify performance 

decrements in persistence accuracy for various lengths of 

time. For example, there ar~ probably temporal limit~tions 

beyond which one's index of persistence accuracy changes, 

Although the pursuit rotor was emphasized in this in

vestigation as a basic measure of persii:;tence, it cannot 1:>e 

certain if persistence tasks of a more cognitive nature '"' 

would produce similar findings. It remai,ns, therefore, for 

further research to determine the effectiveness of using 

psychomotor measures on learning phenomena. 

Restrictions of the Findings 

A number of limitations relative to the generalizations 

of the findings must be noted. Without identifying these 

restrictions, one may be dangerously tempted to relate the 

results beyond the ,11!fb'p.tt~ation to which they apply. 

It cannot be said, for example, that the persistence 

weaknesses noted among underachievers in this study are 
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typ;ical of elementary and secondary school pupils. Perhaps 

these categories of stµdents evidence o.ifferent; kipds and 

qualities of task continuance. To further complicate the 

situation concerning the persistence capacity of young 

children, it can be suspected that the very nature qf early 

primary education does not demand long per;i.ods of involve

ment and commitment, How then, one wonders, can under~ 

achievement at an early age be accounted for if persistence 

as defined in this investigation is not required? 

Another probable complicating variable influencing per

sistence and underachievement ;is sex. Though m4le under• 

achievers are approxi111ately four times as numerou~ as fet11ale 

underachievers, the latter g:i;-oup cannot be ignoreq.. It is 

altogether possible that results derived from a sample of 

female students would not be similar to the ones found in 

this study. One must not, then, gene:t:'alize t;hese findings 

t.o females. 

A third restriction of these findings involves ~ntel~ 

ligence. To some extent, persistence capac:l,ty of bright 

underachievers has been noted, But what of the persistence 

capacity of underachievers who are not so bright? They may 

exhibit much different abili.tie13 in task continuance. Su~h 

a poss;ibility demands caution in characte::i:-izing all under

achievers by the findings of this study. 

Still another limitation of this investigation should 

necessarily involve the criterion on which underach~evement 

was determined, This study identified underachievers 
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relative to an operationally defined populatiqn of achievers, 

That is, underachievement was assumed to exist if ope's aca.,. 

demic marks did not parallel tqe expected pe~fopi;iance of an 

equally competent ~roup of students who did achieve as 

expected, Rather than the underachiever's inability to per

sist, this investigation may have dealt with the achiever's 

unusual suc~ess at sticking to a tas~. In any event, the 

criteria and requirements for determining any level of 

achievement necess<;:1.rily demands operational defi;pit:Lon whi:ch 

may or may not meet the needs of the phenomena being meas.,. 

ured. Underachievement as d.ef;i.ned in this study may have 

been accurately treated. But it was only one of many ways 

in which it could have been defined. The results of th~s 

study, therefore, must be limited in their generalizibility 

to underachievement identified in other ways. 

Mention of a final lim:j_tati,on regard::lng the use of 

human subjects is in order, Since students were employed, 

the study ;is restricted by any number of variables typical 

of human behavior. It can never be certain that results 

were not in part artifact and a func~ion of transitory 

motivational differences, sensory variations and peculiar.,. 

ities of instruments eIJ:1ployed, At the same time, t:he par .. 

ticular manner in which subjects were selected for this 

study might have contaminated the findings. To some e~tent, 

they were "coerced volunteers." They were required to per.,. 

form in artificial laboratory-type surroundings based on a 

scheduling procedure which provided systematic subject 
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?articipation. One is left to wonder how much the a~tifi• 

cial nature of select~on and participation affe~ted results, 

It is these re$triction~ which demand caution i~ inter?ret. 

ing the finding$ of this inve$tigation, 
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AMERICAN COLLEGE TEST SGOR~S, GRADE ~O!Nl 
AVERAGES, .P~RSISTE~CE TASK, LENGTH 
SCORES, AND PERSISTE;NCE ,A.CCl,JR{\CY 

SCORES FOa ACHIEVERS . 

Ach;levers ACT G:E>A re:ri;istenGe fl;:lr~ i,s teno~ 
'l.'ask Length Ac;:cµ:i;-acy 

1 25 3.721 2.68 2.47 

2 26 3,666 3.82 J.05 

3 ~o 3~7S6 15.82 15,05 

4 27 3.653 8,18 6.89 

5 26 3.877 12.41 11,18 

6 25 3.634 10.01, 9,27 

7 25 3.600 9, 7,3 ' 7.97 

8 29 3,560 1. 39 1.04 

9 27 3.515 17.93 14. 76 

10 25 3.532 4.06 3.66 

11 29 3.700 9.55 8,03 

12 27 3.677 3.30 2.18 

13 25 3.506 . 18.l.2 1.6.2l. 

14 26 3,578 4.56 4.01 

15 29 4.000 4.65 2,47 

J,6 26 3.515 5.36 3.09 

17 32 3.877 8.49 7 .40 

18 29 3. 762 5.65 5.19 
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., 
" 

,, . . . . . . . . ,, 

Achievers ACT GPA Persist:~nce ~~F~istenae 
Task Length Accµ~acy 

19 30 3,824 6.13 4.43 

20 26 3,525 4.23 2,92 

21 31 3.679 5.22 4.08 

22 27 3.565 4.37 2.35 

23 28 3.773 11.27 ).0. ll 
24 28 3.762 12,23 9.24 

25 · 25 3.571 2.91 2.28 

26 28 3.580 4.34 2.99 

27 27 3.659 5,48 4.54 

28 27 3.647 7.80 6,69 

29 30 3,,.,586 7.75 7,07 

30 28 3,875 2,65 2,~6 

31 25 3,600 2.17 1. 74 

32 25 3. 892!, 5.84 -5,38 

33 30 3.659 3.90 l. 63 

34 28 3.620 f;, .27 4,50 

35 25 3.525 5.8:J_ 4,14 

36 2-7 3.556 12.21 10.32 

37 26, 3.530 6.24 4,64 

38 27 3.,519 4. 71 3.98 

39 29 3.540 7,46 5.90 

40 30 ' 3.608 9.78 7,94 

41 27 3.613 14.36 1,1.13 

42 26 3,578 4.28 3,88 
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AGhievers ACT GBA Pe:P~ is ten.Ge J?er~ i,s ~en~e 
Task Le:ngth 4\cQi.,iracy 

43 26 3.622 6,Z7 4.81 

44 27 3,904 11. 25 8.60 

45 30 3.652 7,73 6.36 

46 29 3.556 8,79 6,93 

47 47 3.549 6.38 5,67 

48 26 3~551 8.12 6.78 



AMERICAN COLLEGE TESl' SCORES, GRADE POIN'l' 
AVERAGES, PERSIS1ENCE TASK LENGTH 
SCORES·)· AND PERSl'STENCE ACCURACY 

SCORES FOR Ut-IDERACHIEVERS 

45 

.. ,Under .... 
Achieve:i-.s· ACT GPA Pet's :ts tepee Per~ i.s t;~nce 

Tal:?k Length Accµrac:y 

1 27 2.400 3,69 3.33 

2 26 2.379 4,01 1.96 

3 28 2 .478 3.37 1.22 

4 29 1.946 2.do .91 

5 27 2.137 l,98 1,27 

6 27 1;804 2.24 1,78 

7 28 1. 862 1.56 ·1,.02 

8 29 2.489 4,·27 3.79 

9 26 2.170 6.03 5,59 

10 27 2,1Z8 2.39 1,99 

11 26 2,1,95 9.79 8,:30 

1,2 25 2.1,59 3.44 2.99 

13 25 2.01,0 9.65 8.73 

14 25 2.347 15.09 1,3.41 

15 25 2.076 7,12 6,27 

16 27 2.385 3.42 2.67 

17 25 1,857 3.08 2.22 

18 26 2.123 4,35 3.26 
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Under .. ,.·, 

Pe:tisistence Per.s:i,stence 
Ac4ieye:i;s ACl' Gf.A l'ask Lengt;h 4\CGl,l+'acy 

19 27 2.278 3,33 1,25 

20 26 1.858 3,96 3.18 

21 27 1,876 2.64 2.0l 

22 25 2,310 3.62 3.22 

2J 26 2.407 7.65 4.59 

24 25 2,043 3,45 2 '09 

25 25 2.346 1. 36 , 51 

26 27 2.146 z.20 1.57 

27 29 1.991 14.21 13,36 

28 26 1.8~1 10.78 8.54 

29 27 2.431 l,67 1,19 

30 26 1,945 2.59 z.2s 

31 27 2.069 2,33 1.71 

32 25 2.122 4,29 2.94 

33 2,5 2.346 6,96 5.59 

34 27 l. 659 5.04 4,33 

35 25 2.485 2 .. 39 1.88 

36 25 2.479 2,24 1.84 

37 25 l.892 5.18 3.23 

38 26 2.414 11.i5 8.66 

39 26 2.154 10.06 6.8l 

40 25 2.468 4.63 3.10 

41 25 1.968 15.51 13,68 

42 26 2.061 .94 .86 
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Unde;t."~ AC'l' GPA rersistence Fer" ;i,.s t;en,ce 
Achiever$ Task, LeIJ.gt:h Aae\J,:racy 

43 27 2.244 5,91 5,34 

44 26 2.413 2 96 r , l..53 

45 25 2.439 ~ .4.2 2.21 

46 25 2.161 6.91 6~Z3 

47 26 2.174 12.53 9,22 

48 28 2,477 1, 61 · 1.42 
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